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League of Stars (LoS) is a roll-playing RPG, where players are given a special
mission by the mysterious noble, the Everlasting Star, in order to save the lost

Heavens City and the living star. Created in cooperation with fine illustrator
Ave, and by famous composer Momo H in League of Stars, LoS is the newest
addition to the Mythic Heroes Collection! In this legendary world, the players
set on their own adventure after the world was awakened by a mysterious

star, and saved the lost Heavens City and the living star. The players have to
gather information, make friends, fight enemies, and explore the world in a
turn-based, battle-based RPG game. Features in LoS: Stunning hand-drawn
visuals and a new mythical story created by Ave and Momo H. More than 30
hours of gameplay featuring action, story, strategy, and puzzle elements. In

this enchanted world, the players are tasked to save the skies city of lost
Heavens and the living star. Product History Item: Sokoban: The RPG (rated

"M" for Mature) was released for the Neo Geo in June 2000. Description
Sokoban is one of the most popular puzzle games on the Neo Geo.

Unfortunately the game has never been released in English - save for a brief
period in the early nineties where it was released as The Puzzle Game for the

NES. However the game was later localized for the Sega Mega Drive/Genesis in
Japan, and has been given a suitable price by copyright holders Sega, and is re-
released for the Wii as part of the Sega 32X Virtual Console in 2012. That said,

the NES version is far superior to anything else, and for many people is the
only version they have ever played. While Sega have since done their own

handling of the series, this Wii Virtual Console release is the first official
English release in almost a decade, featuring a higher resolution (1024x240),
and full Japanese audio. The Neo Geo version sees players take the role of an
earnest Tokkari youth, trying to save the world from the evil Star Lord and his
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nefarious twin brother Star Lord. Gameplay Sokoban: The RPG features a turn-
based combat system, with player characters acting as combatants, their

faces and locations clearly indicated on the board. Key numbers are provided
on the bottom left side of the screen, and a visual representation on the

NEKOPARA Vol. 0 Features Key:

20 Different coloured maps
20 Different game rules
3 Character types
Intuitive Combat! Built into the game, character control was logically designed. Everyone
gets to face their opponent in a fair match.
Super Fast PvP! Rules and consequences were designed to be light weight, allowing for fast
gameplay and lots of action
A Sense of Direction! A cool twist of the classic nautical tale reveals a story of pirates, a
sea of islands and the most famous pirate King in the history!
20 Up to 4 players and 4 friends!
Beautiful graphic environment Rich island graphics and lively sea of islands maps make
the game very inviting
Four different game modes Characters recruit other characters to attack their opponents
and win their way to the top
Customizable ships and ships weapons To make in the game even more fun you can
customize your ship with every weapon you can imagine. All weapons are part of the original
game, every structure is already included.
Customizable maps You can easily change the land, sea and islands landscape of an actual
island from the more wild forest to urban & huge extensions. Go ahead, be creative
100% Derogable The game comes with the “Add-On” and includes all new missions, pirates
and weapons. 

An easy way to decide on the right game for you!

OVERALL HEALTH AND WEALTH RATING
All players are expected to promote friendly and smart
gameplay. In addition to that players should not do
misleading advertisement/PR. In other words: Don't call
yourself unbeatable if you have the winning rate of
approximately 3:2
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